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Abstract
Highly available database systems built on clusters of computers show problems
when scaling beyond a dozen nodes. This paper describes some of the problems
encountered and outlines some directions of solutions. One problem is the
distributed algorithms used to manage availability of nodes, where every node in
the system knows about the state of every other node. Another problem described
here is the high cost of the brute force algorithm used in redistribution of data.

1 Introduction
Clusters of computers are used to build cheap and scalable server solutions. These solutions
are often assumed to be scalable by definition. However, experience shows that it is hard to be
scalable, because in a complex system every component and their interactions must be designed
such that they are scalable. Based on experience from building a highly available database system
[HTBH95], we have some thoughts about what does not scale so well.
One of the fundamental algorithms used in distributed, highly available systems is the availability
algorithm. Our experience is from using the virtual partition algorithm [ESC85]. This algorithm
lets nodes in the cluster know about the state of every other node in the system, and in real-time
inform about changes in the state of nodes. This ensures that all nodes have an equal view of
the system. However, the price paid for this is bad scalability. Changes in node state must be
detected and coordinated among all nodes. Thus, the actions that are necessary when a node
dies are delayed. We outline two different solutions to this problem, the first uses a hierarchical
multicast system and the second takes a fundamentally different view by applying techniques
from routing in peer-to-peer systems.

The second fundamental problem which we describe in this paper, is the data move that is
necessary to have data and load balancing after adding new nodes to the system. We have
implemented a straight forward approach to data scaling [BH01], which copies data from every
node in the system to every other node in the system during scaling. This creates a tremendous
network traffic during scaling, hurting both ordinary transactions processing and the availability
messaging traffic.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We start by a brief description of the architecture.
Then we treat the availability algorithm problems and possible solution. The next topic to be
addressed is the data scalability problem and some solutions. Finally, we conclude the paper.

2 Architecture
We briefly describe the architecture used. The system consists of N “shared nothing” nodes
which are peers, i.e. each node has the same role as every other node in the system. While every
node runs the same software, the data is declustered onto the system with great care.
A table is fragmented (partitioned) and replicated to the nodes of the system. Every node is
typically storing two fragments of the table, where one fragment is primary and the other is hot
standby. Every node has a mirror node, which stores replicas of the same fragments, but with
opposite roles with respect to primary and hot standby. In this way load and data storage needs
are equally spread to all nodes. Hashing of primary keys is used as the partitioning function.
The system is horizontally scalable, by adding new nodes and using redistribution of data. This is
done on-line and in parallel with ordinary user transactions. The technique used is fuzzy copy of
data, while shipping the log along with the data. In this way, the new copies are kept up-to-date
during the copy process.
For high availability everything is designed to be managed while the system is running, e.g.
upgrade of hardware, software and operating system. This is all based on shutting one node
down at the time, and do the necessary upgrade or repair, and then restart the node.

3 Virtual Partition Protocol
To discover failed nodes, the system applies an I-am-alive protocol between nodes. This protocol
is organized as a ring. Each node sends and receives I-am-alive messages regularly from both its
neighbors in the ring.
A virtual partition protocol [ESC85] is used to maintain a consistent set of available nodes. If
consecutive I-am-alive messages are missing from one of the neighbors in the ring, the protocol
is activated. It runs in two phases. The node which detects the change takes role as a coordinator,
and it sends a build virtual partition (BuildVP) message to all known nodes. The participating
nodes should respond with a Participate message. If a node has not responded within a certain

number of resends, the node is assumed to be down. In case of conflicting builds, i.e. two nodes
start to build a new partition simultaneously (with the same vpRound counter), the node with the
highest identifier wins.
While the first phase surveys which nodes are up and down, the second phase of the protocol
commits the virtual partition by informing the other nodes about the outcome of the survey (the
CommitVP message). The original virtual partition protocol article [ESC85] assumes a reliable
datagram type communication protocol. When using UDP, you must build the reliability and
sequencing of messages on top of UDP. Thus, we have to apply a certain number of resends,
both during the build phase and during the commit phase.
The main scalability problem with this protocol is the amount of work put on the coordinator.
Especially, the second phase consumes CPU. The coordinator has to send a message which size is
proportional with the number of nodes to all nodes of the system. Thus, the CPU usage is O(N 2 ),
where N is the number of nodes. Figure 1 shows the total message sizes for the coordinator for
different numbers of nodes.
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Figure 1: Message volume for different messages and number of nodes.
The main problem with this is the high takeover time this leads to. A takeover means that the
mirror node takes over the responsibilities for the failed node. To have a consistent database all
nodes have to agree about which node has the responsibility for a fragment of the data. Thus,
the takeover time is dependent on the time of the virtual partition build and commit. For small
numbers of nodes the takeover time may easily be a sub-second number. This is decided by
the timeout values used in the I-am-alive and virtual partition protocol. When scaling beyond a
dozen nodes, the takeover must be several seconds to make the system able to commit a virtual
partition.
If the coordinator of a partition build dies, a participant must start to build a new virtual partition.
During a partition build, the I-am-alive protocol is turned off. Thus, there is a participant timeout
which triggers a new build. When increasing the number of nodes, this timeout must be increased
since the time of sending out the CommitVP increases.
There are some other problems as well. At startup, each node goes through a certain number
of steps which boot the system. At each step a node announces a certain service by building a
new virtual partition with this service. This informs the other nodes about the service. When the
number of nodes increases, this startup become more complex. When a new virtual partition
builds, another build will kill the first one. Thus, the changes made by the first one is not
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Figure 2: Multicast tree
committed yet. By repeatedly announcing new services, it may take a long time to start the
system.

Hierarchical Multicast
As a simple solution to the CPU problem we suggest the following two key points:
• BuildVP is sent to all nodes from the virtual partition coordinator, just as in the traditional
approach.
• CommitVP is multicasted in a hierarchical and parallel fashion.
The BuildVP message is not sent in a hierarchical fashion, because it is not known yet which
nodes are not there. When the commit phase starts, we know which nodes are there.
When the coordinator is to commit the new virtual partition, it organizes a vector of nodes in the
CommitVP message. It puts all the participating nodes in a vector with itself as element 0. The
order of the other nodes in the vector does not matter.
The message is like this: (CommitVP, vpRound, recvIdx, nNodes, node0, node1, ..., nodeN-1)
RecvIdx is the index of the receiver node in the vector. When a node receives the CommitVP
message, it forwards the message to its descendants. The forwarding information is static and
precalculated, and may be formulated in a table.
Figure 2 illustrates the parallel multicast algorithm for 8 nodes. The numbers in the figure are
the index of the node in the vector. Each node in the vector will send to its descendants from left
to right in the tree. This makes the sending go on hierarchically and in parallel.

Every forwarding node starts a timeout after they have sent the message. When it has received
an ack from all descendant nodes, it replies with an ack to its node above in the tree. If a node
does not receive ack within a certain number of timeouts/resends, it can either ignore to send an
ack, or it could send a negative ack, i.e. a nack.
The timeout used should be large at the top of the tree, and get shorter down the tree. The timeout
for one node should be proportional to the height of the tree below it.

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs)
The main scalability problem with the virtual partition protocol is that every node should know
about every other node. Distributed hash tables (DHTs) have appeared as a solution to efficiently
route messages in unstructured, dynamic and large peer-to-peer networks. The basic idea is that
every node in the network has some information about other nodes, and with the help of each
other they provide efficient routing of messages toward an object identified by a key. The DHTs
are designed to handle dynamic networks well, the amount of work to do when a node fails or
joins is small.
The lookup of an object is typically done using consistent hashing, e.g. [KLL+ 97]. Chord
[SMK+ 01] is regarded as the original DHT. It organizes nodes and data in a ring by using
consistent hashing on nodes’ IP address and data’s keys. Each node has a successor and a
predecessor node on the ring. A node has responsibility for the keys from its hash value and
down to the hash value of the predecessor. Efficient lookup is done by a finger table at each node.
This efficiently makes up a binary search structure on the nodes on the ring. The availability is
maintained by a stabilization process running at each node. This process polls for all other nodes
it knows about and updates the search structure if necessary.
The cost of routing messages through intermediate nodes is mainly on response time. However,
the response time should only increase log-arithmetically with the number of nodes. Gupta et al.
[GLR03] proposes a hybrid structure in DHTs, by letting every node know about all nodes, but
with a hierarchical structure to maintain availability information. Kelips [GBL+ 03] organizes
nodes into groups, where all nodes in a group know about each other. Each node knows about
some contact nodes in each of the other groups. Availability messages are “gossiping” around
all the time.
To make the DHTs highly available one must ensure both redundant routing and replicated data.
The first is taken care by the existing algorithms. The second needs to be designed into the
system. For Chord a simple solution is to let the successor node store a replica of the data of
a node. If the node dies, this is the correct node to have the data anyway. In this way, we let
the Chord protocol take care of takeover, by using the regular Chord algorithm for node failure.
However, replication must be added to the system. This is done by letting the primary node
forward the write operations to its successor. These requests must be tagged as a hot standby
operations, so that the successor can separate between wrongly addressed primary operations
and hot standby operations. This resembles much what is called chained declustering [HD90].
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Figure 3: Adding replication to the Chord ring
This is illustrated by a part of the Chord ring in Figure 3. At the top we show four nodes with
some hash values they have responsibility for. Primary data is illustrated in a fragment at the top
of the node, while hot standby data is at the bottom of a node. E.g., Node 14 (N14) has the data
with hash values 11 and 12 as primary data and 2, 7 and 8 as hot standby data. In case N14 dies,
N21 will take over and it will make its hot standby data become primary. This new primary data
is copied to N32 as hot standby data. Similarly, N8 copies its primary data as hot standby to N21.
Fault tolerance of routing is taken care of by the existing Chord algorithms, where each Chord
node has successor pointers to several nodes in the ring.

4 On-line Scaling of Data
On-line data scaling is provided by fuzzy copy of data while updates are allowed [BH01]. This
is done by copying the log along with the data. The declustering method used makes this a brute
force algorithm. All data in one table is copied from all nodes to all nodes (including the new
ones) simultaneously. Each record is copied to two nodes, the new primary and the new hot
standby node. Every log record produced by ordinary user transactions will be sent to the regular
hot standby node, and it will be replicated to the new primary and new hot standby nodes as well.
The brute force method for on-line scaling of data results in heavy consumption of CPU and
network resources, making the system vulnerable to failures. Additionally, this has severe
impacts on the user transactions executed in parallel with the scaling transaction. This creates
problems for resource allocation and control, and for scheduling of different activities.
By limiting the amount of data copy, we could make this situation much better. Distributed hash

tables (DHTs) provide an interesting scalability approach by applying hashing and local splitting
of data when nodes are added. In Chord a new node takes place in between two other existing
nodes. Some data is copied from the successor node, and the successor ring is updated.
In the replicated solution we described above, a node join results in data to be copied both from
the predecessor (hot standby data) and the successor (primary data). To repair a node failure,
data needs to be copied from the failed node’s successor to the successor’s successor. The main
problem with this approach is that when adding a new node, data is only balanced between two
nodes. Additionally, the extra load imposed by the join or failure is on the few nodes involved.
It is not spread onto more nodes.
Some interesting solutions to the data scaling problem is based on linear hashing, which is a
hashing method used to scale data in a block-based storage [Lit80]. This method is extended to a
distributed system where data is spread over nodes [LNS93]. The main scalability problem with
this method is that it is based on a central unit to coordinate the splitting of data. SCADDAR
[GSYZ02], which is developed to scale over homogeneous disks, scales data smoothly by
only moving data which ends in the new nodes (or disks). Every time the system scales a
new re-mapping function is computed. To find the location of data the history of re-mapping
functions must be applied. This balances data among nodes, but the re-mapping function must
be distributed among the nodes.

5 Conclusions and Further Work
We have shown two different scaling problems in a highly available database management
system. One possible way to scalability is to look to recent developments in peer-to-peer systems.
This is clearly a field which needs further development. With the vast amount of computers
available on the net, many new solutions utilizing these resources will emerge. Many of these
solutions may be build on top of current infrastructure, and in some sense build their own virtual
private net. This type of virtual infrastructure may be used for task force type of organizations,
which are created ad hoc across other organizations, and without any server type of computers.
When building highly available systems, there is one advice which is more important than any
other advice: Keep the system simple. Simple solutions are the easiest to test, maintain, extend
and do fixes to. They are also better when there are changes in people to maintain or further
develop the system. Some of the DHT proposals may be too complex to be used as a basis for a
highly available system. Chord is probably the simplest one. By combining this with the simple
chained declustering we think that a highly available solution is provided. The main problem
with chained declustering is that node failure and join result in poor data balancing and the extra
load to stabilize the system involves a few nodes.
Query processing in a distributed DBMS where you do not know all participating nodes is also a
challenge.
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